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tore!/ Only In Illy mind
by Grahame T. Fairless
We walked together down through this deserted college
town on a Sunday afternoon scorning morning services
at the local Catholic church for the sweet release of sleep
underneath the colors of the drifting autumn leaves still
caught in the briefest rainbow of colors soon to be hidden
by the approaching snowfall. I ask about your loneliness
but you turn, laughing away from me, covering sadness
with your sunlit eyes. Instead, you talk about some band
that only I would know. That slight moment of perfection
remains the truest possession of my soul. I asked about
him but you avoided the question with your eyes. You
lied when you said you were in love with him. I still
wonder what you tried to hide when you returned
my glance lost in the darkness of sorrow. I glimpsed
only for a second the reason you fear to sleep alone at
night talking sometimes softly through other’s midnight
dreams. I wonder who else you told of these things but
I suppose that kind of stuff wouldn’t interest most people.
In the perfect breeze, I still catch slight scents that remind
me of you. Did you dread that cold something after death?
I imagine you laughing—the petals of joy unfurling upon
your face as Yoric, a jester once again, dances—reunited
with his head. I figured that you would want to be left at
the edge of that old soggy pond where we used to watch the
tadpoles grow into frogs in the summer heat. It reminds me
that you were always the people that I wanted to know.

londonV Colling
by Kristina M. Pepelko
He held her hand tightly as if to make
sure that she wouldn’t flutter off with
the never ceasing invisible wind that
seemed to enclose around them
suddenly at times like these. She had
her bags and he had his. They smiled
and laughed frequently within those
fifteen minutes on the train ride. As the
train neared her stop, she got up and
leaned in for a quick peck goodbye.
But, he wouldn’t have such a thing.
He took his hand and found the small
curve of her neck and ever so lightly,
held her solemn face to his for a long,
tender kiss, a kiss which often precedes
the parting of passionate lovers. They
drew back and looked at each other
searching for answers as to why they
must part ways once more. He held her
hand more tightly within his trying to
pass as much warmth from his body to
hers. She straightened up and walked
a few steps to the train door. And as
she did this, he still held her hand as
one holds onto the notion that true love
never dies. The sliding doors opened
onto the tube station with the ever so
familiar “MIND THE GAP” written with
yellow paint on the edge of the grim
platform. Their eyes met once more for
the final goodbye. She stepped off the
train and onto the platform and there
their dance of parting ended with the
sudden loss of warmth in their detached
hands. The doors closed and the train
started up again with the same jerk
forward and scraps against the rails.
He watched her perfectly posed figure
disappear into the narrow platform
walkway. His eyes did not stray from the
spot in the window where he had last
seen her. Then, he finally picked up his
paper and read it without paying much
attention to the jumble of words on the
page set before his somber, heavy eyes.
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All The World’/ o 5(090
by Katie Seif
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Not knowing whether to speed
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Confusion
Is it my time to go
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If I go now
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If I do not go
Will I have missed out
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come
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This is the dilemma
This is the struggle
Will I make it in time
Or will I be caught in the
crimson red
Will I make it through
Just quick enough to see the
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The Ballerinas
by Dawn Heerspink
The plate shattered, the sound breaking through the sterile
conversation. It had teetered over the edge, finally plummeting to
its death like a graceful porcelain swan.
The swans appeared every summer. They stayed, but only
for a brief time. She used to love to watch them, those ballerinas
of birds, with their elegant arched necks. They would sit on the
pond near the summer house, pirouetting. It was a resting place
for them, much like the house was supposed to be one, away
from the dirt and hustle of New York. She had no time to rest.
She didn't have time to watch the swans anymore. No one had
any time. It was why her husband bought that ugly vehicle with
its lights like bug eyes. The Model T he called it. It would get
them places faster, take them farther. Foolishness, she thought
to herself, to stand here watching some siy birds when you have
things to do. She took one more look.
Sarah walked through the front door, shoes muddy, a white
rock clutched in her hand. Mrs. Champlain turned from the
window, already exasperated.
“Sarah! How marry times do I have to tei you to stay out of
the mud! Look!" she pointed at the polished floor, shiny with an
artificial light. “Now Mama wi have to dean all over again.” The
smal pool of brown dirt saturated with water seemed to spread
as she spoke, its inky tentacles reaching out as if to lay claim to
something it had lost long ago.
Sarah's lip gave a little quiver, but her hands lifted up as if of
their own accord. “But Mama, look what I found," she breathed,
her chubby face glowing with her discovery as if she had found
some rare jewel. “It's sparkty."
“It’s just a rock," Mrs. Champlain’s voice was brittle, with an
echo of a sigh. She didn’t have time for rocks. “Now take off
those shoes, and get upstairs and into the clothes I laid out. Your
father will be home soon, and he will want to see you before the
guests arrive."
Sarah’s small hands dropped, covering the little white stone
sparkling in the candlelight. Obediently taking off her shoes, she
trudged up the mahogany stairs, a silent shadow.
After wiping up the mess, Mrs. Champlain moved into the
spacious dining room, set in readiness for her husband's grand
dinner party. Candlelight glowed softly over the gleaming china,
the spoons, forks, and knives arrayed in military precision. She
inspected each place setting, her French-mamcured hands
adjusting a crystal goblet here, exactly a half an inch above the
knife point, and the fold of a linen napkin there. The dock shock
half past seven. She glanced up, startled for a minute. But the
lines smoothed, her porcelain face flawless once again.
She dressed carefully, deliberately. First the black silk skirt,
then the white blouse with the matching peart buttons. Neutral
hosiery, no snags. Peal combs tucked into controlled brunette
waves. She painstakingly applied the makeup. There was no
coloring out of the lines.
Now it was time for Sarah. She glanced at her tiny silver
watch, her black heels picking up their staccato pace down the
hall. The dock struck quarter to eight.
Sarah needed help, as usual, and Mrs. Champlain quietly
whispered under her breath as she smoothed and tucked, her
lips moving in some kind of indiscernible mantra to something,
anything. They descended the staircase together, a painted
picture. A man waited at the bottom, his black suit stopping the
gleams of light reflecting off the glimmering floorboards.
"Mr. Champlain," she came forward. Her husband greeted her
with a kiss on the cheek, murmuring, “Everything is ready, then?"
She stared at him. Of course everything was ready; she had
made sure everything was ready for the last ten years.
“I knew you wouldn’t disappoint me, love." His reply was
vague and complacent, as if he had expected nothing else. He
always caled her love. In the beginning, she had thought it was
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romantic, like those novels with the English hero. Now the word
was a bit old, a bit stale. As he inspected the dining room, she
wondered what would happen if one day he came home and
there was no dinner waiting for him, no newspaper crisply folded
on his chair, no pressed suits. What if she had left the mud Sarah
had tracked in on the floorboards of his house? She gave her
head a miniscule shake and followed him into the room. He
hadn’t noticed Sarah.
She was already by his side, tugging on his hand with her
freshly scrubbed ones. He gave her a glance, taking in her new
white dress with the pmk sash. His only acknowledgement:
she was pretty. Mrs. Champlain watched. She had given up
trying to get his attention years ago. His silence was approval.
Mr. Champlain had never been a man of many words; in the
beginning she had seen him as the strong, silent type. Fancies,
all of that now. She had wanted to be an artist, once, too.
Foolishness. Life had soon cured her of foolishness. Dreams were
for those who had the luxury of indulging in them: those who had
the money and power. Her mother had been right: she had made
the right choice. But why was she thinking about this? Her mother
had been dead and gone for five years. And yet her voice still
echoed in her head, like some strange apparition. Mrs. Champlain
looked at her daughter and the dining room, nodding to herself.
Everything was in order, and now she had better get her thoughts
in line.
It was time for the guests to arrive. These people were
important to Mr. Champlain, every one of them in some way able
to advance his career. Three men and their wives. It seemed
strange to her that so few people should have so much influence,
at least over their lives. They must be better somehow: more
intelligent, perhaps. Or maybe they didn’t make mistakes; heaven
knew she made too many. To her husband these people were
perfect; they were his gods, she supposed. He wanted to be
like them. She did too. She did. The women had everything they
wanted, everything they needed. She knew they did. She had
seen them in the glittering restaurants and shimmering opera
halls, beautiful goddesses arrayed in the finest designer clothes
sitting on velvet seats as if they were thrones. After this dinner
party, she would be one of them. She would make sure of that.
The doorbell rang. Mrs. Champlain walked sedately to the
front door, despite the nervous fluttering in ha chest. She must be
calm; she must be composed, poised. She once saw Swan Lake
as a little girl with ha fatha, one of the few memories she had of
him not working. Ha motha had baated him fa the expense;
she had wanted a new dress to show off to the neighbas. Ha
fatha had been a quiet man, more scholarly than anything, more
at home with his books than with a little girl. She neva knew why
he had decided to take ha to see the ballet. The beautiful women
were dressed in furs and jewels. The dancers had swirled and
dipped across the stage in their glistening costumes, everything
lovely unda the soft lights. Afta that night she had become
obsessed with swans, though ha motha had scolded ha, telling
ha they really were just dirty birds. She tried to copy the elegant
turns of the ballerinas, the most petite still more graceful than
she. But tonight she would be all grace, all poise. Ha savoir-faire
would match even the most high society ladies. They were the
real ballerinas.
And then they were here, seated in ha parky: Mr. and Mrs.
Magan, the banka and his heiress wife; Mr and Mrs. Blackwell,
the lawya and the socialite; and Mr. and Mrs. Detemg, the
renown newspapa critic and the daughta of a millionaire.
Sitting on the settee next Mr. Champlain, she observed the
women. Dainty fingers held the fragile tea cups just so, legs
gracefuly crossed at the ankles.
“This is exquisite tea, Mrs. Champlain. Is it imported from
India?" This came from Mrs. Blackwell, apparently a tea
connoisseur. Mrs. Champlain glanced at ha husband who
nodded imperceptibly.
“Why yes, Mrs. Blackwell. How kind of you to notice," she
replied, though she knew the tea was in fact not imported at all. It
was just ordinary tea.
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“There is a certain taste to imported tea, you see. Why when
Mr. Blackwell and I traveled to India...." The talk turned to travels
Mrs. Champlain sat quietly. She had only been to England fa ha
honeymoon. She had neva even been to Paris, despite promises
from Mr. Champlain.
Mr. Champlain leaned ova to ha and whispered, “Bring down
Sarah; Mrs. Magan is fond of children." She excused haself and
got Sarah, smoothing away more invisible wrinkles before entering
the parky once again.
“How charming!" said Mrs. Magan, taking m Sarah’s blond
ringlets and white dress. “Mr. Magan and I do not have any
children, but I do always admire others. Charming.” Sevaal
pirouettes lata, Mrs. Champlain ushered Sarah back upstairs.
Finally she announced dinna. She wished that they had a
maid or someone to serve, but that duty fen to ha. At least fa
now. The food had been catered in; Mr. Champlain had not
wanted ha to be anxious. It seemed to appease the guests’
palates. As fa ha, she barely tasted anything, waiting fa any sign
of discontent a disturbance.
Then it happened. Mrs. Champlain heard a thump from
upstairs. Ha husband shot ha a warning, and she quickly
excused herself. Ha heels beat a steady rhythm up the steps.
Mrs. Champlain opened the door to Sarah’s bedroom
and was met by a whirlwind of motion, so different from the
constrained atmosphere downstairs. Sarah had ha arms spread
out and was twirling, ha arms flapping. As Mrs. Champlain
watched, Sarah tipped ova, creating anotha thump. She quickly
grabbed ha daughta's arm.
“What are you doing, Sarah! You must be quiet. Just look
what you’ve done to your dress."
Sarah's wide brown eyes met hers. “But Mama, I’m a swan.
Like the ones on the pond." She flapped ha arms again, gangly
and unchoreographed. Mrs. Champlain stared at ha, forgetting
fa a moment the wrinkled dress. She had wanted to be a swan
once too.
A burst of conversation from the dining room broke through
ha reflection. “Foolishness," she said. “Now you must be quiet
and good, a Fatha will come up." Orda restored, she once
again returned to the goddesses below.
She slipped neatly into ha chair. There had been no break
in the talk flowing around ha. She nodded to ha husband, and
he continued his discussion with Mr. Magan uninterrupted. His
silence was approval. The plates had been cleared of food in
ha absence, though has was half uneaten. But what was that?
She delicately pushed aside ha foie gras. There was a tiny crack
underneath. A aack. In ha china. How could she not have seen
it? Surely they had all noticed it.
As she stared at the plate, the aack seemed to spread,
growing wicter and wkter into a gaping mouth, taller and talla into
a scolding finga pointing at ha. She knew she should get up
and serve dessert, she knew she should. But something about
the aack held ha. She thought of the little girl upstairs, flapping
ha arms. Get the dessert, she told herself fiacety. She could see
ha husband eyeing ha, his gaze expectant. But that crack! How
could she leave it here, its taunting mouth pointing out ha failure?
The conversation swirled around ha, danced in intricate
loops. The review of Carmen.. ..The state of affairs ova there
is intoterable .It’s new, my dear, from Mr. Worth’s exclusive
collection. Just returned from Pans. Quelle belle vie. She knew
French, she should respond. Comment vas-tu? How are you?
Sans ctefaut, parfait Perfect, perfect. But ha eyes would not
leave the table to meet those of Mrs. Magan, lately returned from
Paris. She wondered if the plate was from France. Did they know
that in their belle vie they made aacked plates?
She had to get rid of the plate! She grasped it with both hands
suddenly. It was at the edge of the table now. A crash resounded
through the dining room, cutting short the spinning conversation
The plate lay on the fkxx in a dozen pieces, sharp curved points
of porcelain with feathered edges. She could feel the guests’
shocked silence, heavy, like the silence of a curtain dropping on
the last act. She looked out the window. The swans had gone.
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IED
by Michelle Bos
Can you see me? I am hiding, but
not hidden. Like a chameleon I blend

c
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into the background of the streets
of Iraq. Today I’m the carcass of a
dead animal, tomorrow a burlap bag.
My anatomy changes in response
to the environment, but hatred will
always be my core and intolerance
my life’s blood. Hush now, my
enemy approaches. That’s right,
stick together boys. They’re closing
in, surveying the area around me.
Hah! They’ve looked right past me,
they are mine now. Here I go, click,
KABOOM! My loathing explodes
into shrapnel, his body bursts into

gore. Here comes more of my metal,
there goes some of their limbs. I
am a killer shark in this ocean of
insanity; ferociously ambushing my
prey, ripping them into bite size
pieces, devouring them whole. My
killing spree is over in an instant,
the repercussions echo into eternity.
As the dust settles and the stench
rises I feel my craving for carnage
momentarily fulfilled. It appears I’ve
missed a target or two, but I’ve no
need to worry. My time here has
taught me that many of the wounds
I inflict are unseen. Sweet dreams
Soldier, another dead man walking.
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Godde// of (he Barren
by Leah R. Mattson
The floor is cold like ice. The white stones seem to glow is this
dark room. The cracks in the stones were filled with dust that is
now resting on Nakia's tear soaked cheeks.
Nakia, Pharaoh's wife, has been prostrate on the floor of the
temple of Isis for twelve hours. She has not eaten, slept, or even
moved. She brings herself as a sacrifice. Her body no longer
holds any importance. She only needs this goddess.
Isis, the mother goddess, she is the only one to help Nakia in
this time of great pain. She is the goddess of healing, immortality,
and birth. She is the only one who can understand or heal Nakia's
anguish.
“Oh mother, mother Isis who is all powerful. You have but one
son. Your son, Horus is the protector of my King. Could he not be
the protector of his young son, his successor?” Nakia whispers
prayers into the black ar. Her voice is no longer performing, but
her quiet words continue to pour out at Isis's feet.
The statue of Isis is six feet tall. She has her beautiful whitefeathered wings spread as though waiting for an embrace. Her
eyes are green and full of hope. She is their magical healer, the
one who can fight all odds and draw up all powers to heal, bring
life, and rescue. Her body is painted in gold. Her hair is encrusted
with rubies and black diamonds. She is the most beautiful
goddess. She is Nakia's goddess.
Nakia for five years bowed low before Isis for restoration. When
she first became Pharaoh's wife she could not produce a true
blood heir. Pharaoh had many sons through other wives, but his
true wife and sister could not give him a royal blood successor.
Until, one day Nakia noticed her growing belly. Her son from Isis,
her future Horus was finally coming. Isis had heard and answered
her prayers.
On the day of the birth, Nakia named her only son, Ammon.
His name meant hidden, for he was hidden in her womb for five
full years. He was beautiful. His eyes were thin and black, his hair
was full, and his ten fingers and toes were marvelous. He was
Nakia's miracle.
“Mother! Mother!" Nakia yells with her cracking voice. Her soft
olive hands grope at the cold stones until they reach Isis’s feet.
“What am I to do?” The blood from her broken nails smear across
Isis’s golden skin.
The incense in the room has been burning for twelve hours.
The priests have continued to light the lavender sticks until they
could no longer. The aroma and smoke has filled the room so
thickly that there is barely any clean air to breath. Nakia does not
care to breath. Her little son has died.
Ammon loved to play in the Nile. His nurses were good
nurses, but now they are buried in the ground without a proper
mummification. The sin of allowing a future Pharaoh to perish is
punishable by eternal death. These women have no hope for an
afterlife, just as Ammon has no hope for a worldly one. He had
only five years since birth.
Nakia takes her jagged nails and cuts the tops of her hands
until she feels the warm blood running down her arms. Her fingers
and warm blood sacrafice once again find Isisls precious feet in
the dark.
“Mother! I will do anything. Please guide me.” Her pleas sound
weak.
The purple smoke has filled the room completely now. The
smell of lavender and dried blood would be overwhelming to any
other Egyptian.
“Fnd him.” A dark ancient voice comes from above Nakia. “Go
to him. He is lost without you."
At these words Nakia scratches her wrist one last time. The
pain is numbed by the joy she has at direction. Finally, she has
peace and purpose. She is to go to her baby who is once again
hidden from her sight.
The underworld is dark. It is darker than any Egyptian midnight.
There is no smell, but the air is dense. It is an oppressive force
beating down upon Nakia’s ka, her soul. The sounds of frightened
kas mumbling the spells from their books of the dead surround
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Nakia. Some are whispering and some are shouting. The men
and women of the mortal world still linger here, they have not
begun their new lives. Their anxiousness is sickening.
Nakia searches at her feet fa ha own book. Surely, by
now the mortician has begun ha mummification. Ha body is
preserved in ada to preserve ha soul. They would have placed
ha book with ha corpse. Finally, ha fingas fall upon the papyrus
that guides ha through this mysterious place.
“Oh great Isis, guide me." Nakia listens to ha voice pace
through the thick air.
A large hand suddenly encompasses ha own. She begins to
walk as the hand leads ha. Ha mission is pure; this aid must be
of the same motive. Nakia is in complete faith of Isis's love.
As they walk, Nakia notices that the ground is unlike any earth
she has eva known. It seems to breath. With each inhale ha feet
sink into its icy mouth, and with each exhale they are expelled
with the great heat of flames. The extreme tempaatures may
have injured ha earthly body, but to ha ka this is an amusement.
Suddenly, the hand stops. She stops. There is great pain in this
place. They have now left the netherworld entrance. Oh, the wails
and cries are unbearable. Nakia flinches at each sound of flesh
ripping. She hangs ha head down tow and closes ha eyes.
As soon as ha eye lids seal she can see the space around ha.
Ha mind can detect what ha useless eyes cannot. This room is
built of boulders. The rocks are the walls and they are hollow. A
shriveled and desiccated ka rests in each boulda. They cannot
stand. Their tongues protrude from their mouths like panting
dogs. Some lay in pieces. Their bodies have been tom apart by
the angry demons of Osiris, the god of the underworld. Thae is
a smell hae. It is the oda of foul breath that comes from empty
stomachs. This must be the place of etanal torture.
Nakia looks to ha left with ha mind’s eye and sees Horus
holding ha hand. He smiles at ha. Horus is the only son of Isis
and Osiris. He is the best guide of the underworld sent by ha
motha goddess to aid in ha search fa Ammon.
“Do not fret, young motha. Your son is not here.” A deep
ethaeal sound surrounds ha. These are not words he has
spoken, but an understanding. Thae is no language of the gods.
They speak in unworldly tones.
“Flease, beloved son, lead me to him. I must rescue him. He is
too little to read his book of the dead. He does not know whae to
go a what to say to your fatha."
They begin to walk once more. Afta some time, thae is a dim
light ahead of them. The foul sent is behind them. The sounds of
panting have passed. There is a mumbling ahead of the pair.
They enter a large circular room. There is a gigantic golden
scale in the centa. It must be at least twenty feet high and ten
feet wide. There are thousands of kas forming into a line that is
winding around the mile wide space. They hold their hearts in their
hands. They are still beating... for now.
Osiris stands without a single movement next to the enormous
scale to his side. He is like a stone. His ancient being no
tonga needs to move its limbs in ada to perform tasks. He is
impressive. His is talter than the golden scale. His bright blue eyes
contrast harshly with his coal dark hair and cranberry red lips. His
purple robes are lined with golden thread. He does not blink; he
does not breath; he only stares into the darkness.
One by one the spirits place their hearts upon one side of the
scale. A five foot tong golden featha rests on the otha side. If
the heart is lighta than the featha of truth the spirit is ascended
into the field of Yarn for eternal happiness. If the heart is heavtor
than the featha then the spirit is immediately taken back into the
boulda room. There is no tonga any hope, the heart will stop
beating and shrivel. The pattern of ascending aid dying does not
seem to faze Osiris.
“Is he here?” Nakia’s tightly dosed eyes scan the line fa any
small form.
“Yes." Horus scoops Nakia into his arms like a new bode, and
he begins to walk towards the giant Osiris. With each step Nakia
can feel his body grow larga By the time they reach his fatha,
Horus is as tall and magnificent as he.
Horus sets Nakia into one of the pockets of his silk robes. Ha
legs find stability with surprising ease. Since Horus, like is fatha,
stands as though a statue. She watches them speak without
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movement a words. They simply stare blankly at each otha and
their communication passes between them.
In an instant, Isis stands beside the two otha gods. She is
smalter, but no less beautiful or awe worthy. Ha tong black hair
reaches ha waist. Ha bright green eyes would blind any living
mortal with their brilliance. She wears a red and silva dress that
reaches past ha bare toes. Ha snow-white wings are coiled
behind ha shouldas. Ha splenda is hypnotic.
Horus moves without Nakia seeing, and before she is aware,
ha body lies in the hands of ha goddess. Isis opens ha wings
slowly. Ha body tightens like a snake about to strike.
“I have your Ammon. He is in my safe keeping," Isis speaks
into Nakia's mind as they lift into the thick air. “We will go to him.”
Soon they are landing in a field of golden grain stalks that
reach twelve feet into the sky. The breeze on the air is fresh and
smells of the flowers that fill the palace. The dirt below their feet is
moist and dark. It is healthy soil.
As soon as Nakia’s feet touch the dirt she falls to ha knees.
Ha fingas fondle the ends of Isis's dress. Ha lips press lightly
against Isis’s olive skinned toes.
“Oh, motha, to finally to see you. To worship you is worth
giving up any amount of life." Nakia’s tears begin to create small
puddles of mud beneath Isis's feet. She is so happy.
Isis reaches fa Nakia’s shoulders to raise ha. They stand eye
to eye.
“You are my most beloved, Nakia. I have sent fa you through
the death of your little Ammon. I had to have you both. I wanted
you fa always.” Isis takes Nakia’s hands in ha own. “Please,
follow me.”
The lovely pair begin to stroll through the swaying grain. The
sun is bright and warm ova them.
"Motha, I will follow you.” Nakia takes Isis's fingas to ha lips
and brushes them gently with ha petal soft mouth.
“Ammon is ahead of us." Isis points ha free hand in the
direction of the rising sun.
Nakia runs ahead to ha hidden one.
“Ammon! My little love," she shouts gaily.
Ammon sits in a circle of stones and is brushing a tong piece of
grass against his cheeks. His smile is innocent and soft. He smiles
at his faithful motha.
Nakia embraces ha young child with chaste kisses and warm
hugs. Once again, ha tears flow freely.
Isis walks slowly up to the reunited family. Ha footsteps are
placid.
“Nakia, are you happy?”
Nakia lifts ha head from ha son Is ruffled hair and squeaks
quietly, “Yes, Motha Isis. I am. Thank you."
“Come with me. Let us walk fa a moment. You may bring
your child."
Nakia and Ammon stand hand in hand next to their saving
goddess. The three push through the field.
“You are most faithful, beloved Nakia. You have proven
yourself brave, true, and pure. I want to make you one of my own
children," Isis talks ahead of ha; she does not took at Nakia as
she speaks. She is regal in all ha movements. “Do you not know
that I can give the gift of immortality?"
“Goddess, you are capable of all things.” Nakia, following suite,
talks to the sun ahead of ha footfalls.
Isis stops, Nakia and Ammon stop. Isis bends to hold the boy
in ha arms.
“Nakia, I want you to become my aid, my helpa. You, from this
moment on wi be the goddess of the barren, of the mothas with
tost children. You will bring comfort and peace to the mothers of
Egypt who are in the deep despair you once knew so profoundly
You wi possess aH the powers and abilities of the gods. You will
be, as you were on earth, a part of the royal family. You win be
my sista and best friend. We, the three of us, will neva again
be separated by the inconsistencies of flesh and blood. Ammon
wi become the brotha and cousin of my Horus. They wi be
confidants until the end of time. Wi you accept this future, my
sister?" Isis kisses the boy on the cheek.
Nakia leans, as wen, to kiss ha god son on his soft skin. She
looks at Isis and says confidently, “Of course, dear sista, I will be
with you always.”
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Hi/toricol Anoly/i/
of Precipitation
by Annelise Gray

OK. SO MV SUBS REAUV ARE* t GOURMET 4NC

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL

lOHjy,

IN I9K3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS ORA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY

’

Wars love winter
create deltas of coagulated blood
in powdery lowlands.
Turn flesh icy blue
then black and leathery.
Absorb the shock of the kill
on horrified frozen features.
Wars love white
absent of all color.
Absorbs nothing.
They long to brush their mark
upon crystalline canvases.
Picassos of the underworld,
they spend hours painting
fresh faced boys
in precisely the right place Step back
Admire their work It is not quite complete.
They have consumed all their
oil paints must wait for another tundra
of youth
to create an artist’s rendering
Titled: Liberty and Conquest.
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SUE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET BUT
MEANS

/vs;

3" SUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign II

SO UTS STIC* WITH TASTV

#1 PE PE"
Real applewood smoked ham and provolonc cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo

#2 BIG JOHN 8
Medium rare choice roast beef topped with
yummy mayo lettuce and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA8
Fresh housemade tuna mucd with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped wuh alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber lettuce and tomato |My tuna rocks')

#4 TURKEY TOM'1'

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4

Ham £ cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast

SLIM 5 Salami capicola cheese
SLIM 6 Double provolonc

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

The original Italian sub with genoa salami provolone.
capicola onion lettuce, tomato. £ a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Same ingredients and puce of the
sub or club without the bread.

lacon lettuce tomato. £ mayo
(The only better BIT is mama s BIT)

t full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham
provolone cheese lettuce tomato £ real mayo'

#8 BILLY CUIB‘;
Choice roast beet, smoked ham provolone cheese
Di|on mustard lettuce tomato £ mayo

<«9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola smoked ham
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce tomato
onion mayo and our homemade Italian vinaigrette
(You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER S CLUB"

#11 COUNTRY CLUB,J
Fresh sliced turkey breast applewood smoked ham
provolone. and tons ol lettuce tomato and mayo!
(4 very traditional, yet always exceptional classic')

#12 BEACH CLUB" ®

$

layers of provolonc cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only
...... peace dude!)

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7 gram bread or my famous
homemade trench bread1

4 full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef provolone lettuce tomato £ mayo

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce
tomato, alfalfa sprouts and mayo (The original)

#5 VITO6

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SUMS’

BOX LUNCHES. PL XT TLBS. PXRTIIS'

DELIVERY OROERS will include a delivery
charge of 25c per item {•/-ion.

* * JIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

Fresh baked turkey breast provolone cheese, avocado
spread sliced cucumber sprouts, lettuce tomato, and
mayo' (It's the real deal an'd it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB"
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato £ mayo
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB"
★ SIDES ★
* Soda Pop

For when I do see you
I know that things just fit
I might not know your favorite song
Or the movies you like to see
But I do know your heart of gold
That will always take care of me
Sometimes we may fight
And we may not get along
But deep in my heart
I know where we belong
I might not know what lies ahead
Or the choices we might choose
But I do know that with you in my life
There is nothing I can lose.

A LITTLE BETTER THAT S AU' I WANTED TO
CAU iT JIMMV JOHN'S TASTV SANDWICHES. BUT
MV MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT

til of my tasty sub sandwiches arc a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese 1 can buy! tnd if it matters to you
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can sec it (No mystery meat here')

by Nicole M. Ruthig
I might not know the color of your eyes
Or the song of which you sing
But I do know that deep inside
You are open to many things
We don’t see each other everyday
And that doesn’t bother me one bit

WE RE WOT FRENCH EITHER MV SUBS JUST TASTE

r* *°HLD S GRF. ATtSJrS
°VRMET SANDWlC"

J.J.B.L.T."

i miGiiT oot Knoui
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* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* [itra load of meat
* Extra cheese or eitra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers

FREEBIES

(SUBS £ CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts tomato, mayo sliced
cucumber. Diyon mustard, oil & vinegar and oregano

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN’
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey It's huge
enough to teed the hungriest of all
humans! tons nf genoa salami sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey £ provolonc jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo
lettuce tomato £ our homemade
Italian dressing

Roast beet, turkey breast lettuce, tomato £ mayo.
4n American classic, certainly not invented by J J. but
definitely tweaked and tine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA"
The same as our U J Totally Tuna eicept this one has
a lot more Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce £ tomato

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon lettuce tomato.
£ mayo (JJ's original turkey £ bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER"
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato £ mayo, what could be better'

WE DELBVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
OVER 20 LOCATIONS IN THE GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO AREA
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
■18b

7002 7001 7008 2007 2008 J! MM I JOHN S I fttYCMSi

ItC
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Luke A. Madden is existential; it is incidental that he
exists, right now clear
until it becomes
Basic Information
Favorite Music: a progression, following the crescendo
Networks: Anywhere that feels like home
of piano phrases passing melancholy
or a home that feels like anywhere.
on ivory keys
Sex: A biological reaction, the combination of
chromosomes

like waves,
muddy water where fish swim

X and Y,

to be picked out by cranes or

donated
herons
Birthday: when your parents came together

and swallowed whole
Relationship Status: in a committed relationship
to splash
back in 1984, November,
in the deep hollow
to create you—
of your belly.
a combination of your mother’s freckles
and nose

Favorite TV Shows: Guilty pleasures,
with your father’s hair and eyes.

sneaking sly glimpses into the lives of
others.

But they are yours, and yours
A voyeur—like peeping with naked eyes
alone. No longer theirs.
at life, or an imitation of it.
Looking for: A sense of belonging and understanding
Reality becomes
from your parents.
Favorite Movies: A cinematic retreat; an opportunity
love and understanding,
to lose yourself.
hope for a change
Favorite Books: Influences,
Political Views: —favorable to progress or reform;
the shapers of your mind
Religious Views: the struggle of believing
of thoughts
in life,
being held in hands of paper
when biology came of age
Filtered through a lens
during the entire week it took
for the Creator to make the Universe,
the time it took your parents
to make you.
Personal Information
Activities: making and remaking

for clarity.
Favorite Quotations: “nothing’s lost forever.
In this world, there is a kind of painful progress.
Longing for what we've left behind, and dreaming
ahead. At least i think that’s so."
A hopeful declaration from a character
addicted to Valium,

creation, absol. the calling into existence
the world;

who hides away in the refrigerator,
the beginning as a date—
January 1,1986 (tangent to existence)

but ends up in Central Park
because she can’t face the truth that this
is not Antarctica.

how I spend my time, thinking
Where the air is clear
in contemplation
and your husband is not a
homosexual. But

Interests: of thought,
That is to say,

“If I were gay, I would totally be in love with
[you]."

thoughts of you,
About Me: Figure it out —
thinking of what to say—
that is, if it can be defined
you know,
by existence or incidence.
or at least I think you know
so it goes without saying
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Ule Await
by Kevin Mulder

A Small Cemetary in London, England
by John Lauzon

WE BUY RI1D SELL

■■■■■■■

GAMES

TEXTBOOKS

F*

^

CDS

DVDS

o %

COLLECTIBLES

#
39S9 28th 8t.
Grand Rapids
49512

3728 Alplno Avo.
Comstock Park
49321

Get an automatic $600 cred

Shoe story
Attic storage
IlDGlGa

CaHother
,or special*!

Approved pets ok
Close to GVSU /

gJgpHJl utity room .
^■^^^^Washettoyer hook-i^
Studo, 1 and 2 bedroom

(616)453-7999
Man-Fri 10300am-€o00pm
Equal HouspgOpportmty
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Help fight Poverty!
by Tim Oliphant

MapfigHt
■PweRfy
m**?

XL

*ssr #»■

MS

mu
Alexei
by Gwendolyn Basala
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Untitled
by Miriam Gordon

* i W foroniy

Nacho Supreme
Wet Bufrito Taco Salad

w/ Pu

RINK
Location Only
One Coupon Per Customer

TACO BOB’S
HOURS

THURSDAY-SATTJRDAY

MONDAY- WEDNESDAY

11:30 a*m*'3:00 a.m.

11:30 a*m*- 9:00p*m*

CLOSED SUNDAY

Peck Jump
by Nicholas Wolverton

.
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The Parody of Hell
by Bailey S. VanBemmelen
Lacking motivation
As hopelessness builds.
Everyday seems like
A conditional Hell.
Voices, they do speak
And the words, vibrations.
And yet, there is no
Music in this Void.

wmtmm

Darkness has masked this light
And, light has burnt out.
And, sound is but sound
In Songs of Appathy.
And, as this Song plays
Deafness grows in the ears.
And, Taste, Touch, Sight, and Smell
Follow in Fire.
As hopelessness freezes
the Body and Mind.
Were nowhere else seems
To be the Place to be.

The Tuio lillie/
by Nikki Peplinski

Co/mic Blink!
by Evan Witkowski

As words spill forth onto the Northern page,
so does time unfold the necessary changes of fate.
Winds blow, at times tremendously.
Just as lungs inhaling to exhale.
The clouds will burst with rain.
Just as sweat from glands pour.
Tides ebb and flow, as Luna waxes to wane.
Heat beats, as vessels connect capillaries.
Water falls to running rivers.
Wings float.
The sun will arise in the East and settle in the West.
Eyes close nightly, but our consciousness awakens.
Earth turns.
Epochal change occurs.
As it was long before, so it shall long after.
The cardinal directions orient our chaos.
Taking in all the hea'/ens is impossible,
but time is malleable according to our enjoyment.
Polaris died a thousand light years ago,
but it is still visible tonight.
Light and dark are no enemy,
but one companion.
Eternal patterns stretch beyond all
universal concepts to touch the particular.
Within eyes reflecting ancient constellations,
cosmic blink accentuates the moment!
As past and future are bound by time, so are words committed.
All real memories are stored in the Southern senses.
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by Ricardo Timmermann
The boy could not hear or speak. Since the
moment he was born, his ears did not give him the
joy of sound, and his mouth, the privilege of spoken
words, let alone sounds. Nevertheless, the boy could
not wish for a better luck than his, his eyes saw the
colors and the colors gave him sounds in the abyss.
Each color had its own sound in his mute mind; blue
was serene and green playful, yellow happy and black
reminded him of solitude, red of roses and white of
angels. Rainbows spoke to him of lost worlds, the sun
reminded him everyday that the sounds were in his
heart and he did not need to hear to understand that
his eyes were his ears, and his touch was his mouth.
Autumn often spoke of lost love and the joy of feeling
alive by them. Winter’s favorite subject was nostalgia,
spring could not stop talking about a new beginning
and summer would just say ‘live day by day and enjoy
its colors, spill the colors on the canvas, make a mess
of it because once it is over, the paint will dry’. However,
it was autumn whom which the boy was more fond
of. He would sit at the park by the pond that reflected
the clouds passing by and ask the leaves that fell on
the water ‘What is love?’ for he did not understand the
concept often used in the poetry books that he read.
The leaves asked him ‘What makes you the happiest in
this world, boy?’ as they fell and spilled the pond with
yellow. ‘Clouds’ the boy answered. 'Clouds high up in
the sky running with a cold autumn wind and sun rays
piercing right through them as they change shapes and
disappear on the horizon. They speak with thousand
words, they whisper to my ear of hopes and dreams, of
people and places, and they speak of my past, present
and future. They speak to me.’
The autumn wind carried an answer. ‘Well then
boy, imagine you could fly right to the clouds and get
lost in them. There is nothing else to see but the clouds
that speak to you so fondly. They surround you as you
surround them. All that beautiful white embraces your
body and mind, and never loses a grip. Everything you
need to live is them and everything they need to exist
is you. You are the clouds and the clouds are you, it is
then when you can finally hear and speak; words and
colors become one, and the happiness you feel makes
you forget you are alive. That my boy, that’s love.’
The boy gave the autumn back a smile worth a
thousand colors; finally, he could understand what
it was and what it could be one day. 'And tell me
dear autumn, how can I feel that?’ Autumn smiled
and the swinging leaves of the willow tree answered,
‘I’m afraid there is no answer for your question, for
that would be too dangerous for solitude. Love and
solitude need each other like two lovers, but solitude
will forever hide the path that leads to love; whoever
is not willing to carry the weight of solitude does not
deserve to carry the joy of its lover. So go on boy, go
on and suffer, for love waits to the ones who bear

the afflictions of this affair.’
The boy thought long and hard of this, he thought
of his loneliness and if he could ever love someone
the way he loves clouds. Weeks passed and his mind
wondered onto different spectrums, ideas and hopes.
Birds were his companions and the willow trees stayed
next to him as he lived day by day enjoying each color
he saw, just like summer said he should have.
One day he arrived to the park, to his usual
spot surrounded by his friends the leaves, the pond,
the wind and the willow trees. But that day was an
extraordinary day, something didn't fit, he could sense
it on the mood of the colors of the leaves. He looked
around for the intrusion, for the abnormality.
Across the pond, he saw a silhouette sitting and
playing with the birds. It was girl. For years, he had
come to this pond and it was the first person besides
him enjoying the colors, his colors. He was curious to
see this girl; he climbed the willow tree to get a better
view. She had long hair that shinned like the sun and an
orange dress that reminded him of the ripest oranges
from the countryside. Her skin resembled the most
beautiful white rose he had ever seen. She took her
red shoes off so she could feel the grass wet her feet.
To every movement she made, he followed from the
tree with his eyes capturing every sudden move and
every change in the way light struck her face. He simply
could not believe what he was contemplating, her
eyes were blue like the pond itself and her lips red like
apples.
After hours of watching her, he could not take his
eyes away from her. He would laugh at every amusing
thing she would do and be sad when she hurt her foot
with a stone. He admired the way the birds liked her;
the pond made her hair shine even more and the wind
earned it away from her face so he could see it clearly.
Autumn liked her and the boy too. He did not know
though, but with every dance she did, with every flick
of her golden hair, he needed her more and more; he
needed those colors that spoke of an unknown feeling,
a feeling only reserved for douds and their whiteness.
And so went on for days and days. ‘What is this
that I feel?’ asked the boy to the wind, ‘Every new day
that I see her, I need her more. I do not want to go to
sleep anymore, I do not want to lose the colors I saw
today, but at the same time, I look forward to the new
ones of tomorrow. What shall we can this, wind?’
The wind made the leaves fly and encircle the
boy. ‘We shall call this love, for every day that passes
you forget more and more about the clouds. Now
you surround yourself with her colors instead of the
whiteness of the clouds. You need her, now make her
need you’, the wind answered.
The trees and birds smiled at him; even the clouds
did, they understood it was time for him to move on.
The boy stood up with a grin on his face and decided

to walk to the other side
of the pond, where the girl
danced. The wind pushed
him hard and leaves of
all colors followed him; the
willow trees sang their songs
to the sun and the clouds
made an opening on the
sky so a few rays flooded
the scene.
The boy walked
confident, he did not cared
about his silence; for his eyes were
his ears and his touch his mouth. He could hear
and he could talk, he knew she would understand.
As he got closer, the girl stopped playing with
the birds and dancing. He was amazed, the colors
were more intense than he could perceive from
far away, and it was beautiful. She talked with a
smile, but the colors did not tell him what it was that
she was saying. He waved his hands, making her
understand that for him sounds wore inexistent, but
she would keep moving her mouth. The boy got
closer to the girl, waved his hand in front of her face,
and noticed her eyes were lost in a horizon, lost in a
void. The stunning blue eyes saw nothing, the blue
spoke to him of blindness.
The excitement that he had before now turned
into tragedy. ‘My luck, to find love and to find that
the right owner of that love cannot see me, and I
cannot hear or speak to her’, he cried to the autumn.
He ran back to his side of the pond and hugged his
loved willow tree. ‘I find no reason for living, for love
has no words for me, but for her love has no colors.
This cannot ever be, and therefore I cannot ever be'
he continued. The willow tree smiled and answered.
‘Talk to her, boy. Tell her what her colors mean to
you.’ The boy cried again, ‘How? Do you forget I
cannot produce sounds, that sounds are a vacuum
of dreams to me?’
The birds flew to the willow tree and sat right
next to the boy. ‘But do you forget that your eyes are
your ears and your touch your mouth?' the wise tree
answered.
The wind dned the clear tears coming down from
the boy’s cheek. He knew the willow tree was right.
He knew he understood everything she said by the
color of her movements, now it was his turn to speak
to her with the sound of his touch. Finally, he realized
that she could see through sound and touch, the
same way he could hear and speak through colors.
Again, he ran back to the other side of the
pond to where the girl was dancing. He slowed
down, the girl started to move her mouth again;
slowly, and tenderly he touched her hand, and
the autumn smiled.
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6Htift9ui/hed
by Alexandra Fluegel
The air still smells like soot and bits of charred
rubble litter the street. Kicking a small piece of
blackened brick, I look up at what’s left of our cafe. A
portion of the Aztec mural is barely in tact; the orange
and red colors eerily similar to the flames that ignited
the building one week ago. Bits of stained glass line
the sidewalks, remnants of the exploded windows. I
pick up a dusty green shard and am reminded of our
last meal.
Little Mexico was our place. I loved the
architecture, the curved doorways, and the brick floors;
and you loved its history, the West Side landmark that
it was. We spent countless afternoons and evenings
inside those stone walls discussing everything from
breweries to politics. We celebrated an anniversary
with Flan, a birthday with Parrilladas, and a funeral with
tequila. It was where we broke up once, back in March,
and made up after the countless arguments we’d
endured over the past year and a half. It was the one
place we could always agree on.
It was raining. Hard. Dripping wet, you storm
through the entrance, and I catch myself in a moment
of sympathy watching you remove your rain-soaked
jacket. I want to hug you and help brush off the tiny
droplets of water that dot your face and rest on the tips
of your eyelashes, but I remind myself that this is just
another one of your salvage operations. You think that
since I agreed to meet you here that I’m willing to give
us another shot. I’ve told you that I’m done, but I can’t
help but question that myself since here I stand next to
you as you drip.
“How are you?” you ask as we begin to walk
toward the hostess’ stand.
“Fine,” I say casually, “You should’ve brought an
umbrella.”
You lean your head back in a laugh, glancing up at
the ceiling, acknowledging my attempted wit, “Ahhh,
good one. You’ve got jokes today."
Sensing the condescendence in your voice, I turn
to the hostess and tell her, “Two please," immediately
embarrassed at the unintended sharpness in my
voice. Our walk to our table is awkward because I am
trying to maintain enough distance from you so we
don’t have to speak. The hostess seems to notices
and offers us a table in a dimly lit corner, far from the
imposing eyes of the other patrons. We sit and take
turns exchanging sideways glances and counting the
bricks in the walls. My fingers tap an imagined rhythm
on the wooden tabletop, while your knee bounces up
and down underneath. You know it drives me crazy
when you do this, so I roll my eyes. A waitress sets the
complimentary basket of chips and salsa between us;
we say nothing. We take turns breaking off pieces of
the large tortillas, and as we chew loudly, it’s as if the
chips are speaking for us. You’re a liar, yours crackle.
And you’re a whore, mine crunch. Our menus remain
cemented to the table. Our regular waiter approaches

with his signature white towel draped across his arm.
He gives us a nod of familiarity and asks in his thick
Spanish accent,
“To drink?"
“Water,” we snap in unison.
“Actually, I already know what I want,” I hiss.
“So do I,” you interject.
Nothing about this fact was unusual considering
we always ate the same thing, but our waiter’s eyes
seemed to widen with each word that escaped our
lips.
I order my mini wet burrito and enchilada combo,
all meat, with extra guacamole. While you ordered your
Came Azada, I rummage through my purse for my I.D.
“May I also have a margarita on the rocks and a
shot of Patron with lime, please?” I ask passing it over.
The waiter takes a brief glance as a formality and
vanishes into the bar. I focus on scooping salsa onto
my plate, ensuring that no tomato or pepper escapes
my spoon, and I study the intricate patterns of the
stained glass window that occupies the wall behind
you. Anything to keep my gaze from meeting yours.
“So, you’re gonna get trashed while I’m trying to
talk to you?” you say breaking the silence.
“I would hardly call having a margarita getting
trashed, but yes, I do feel it’s necessary to have a drink
if I’m listening to you."
“You’re the one with the excuses, the lies...” your
voice fades as the waiter returns to places our drinks
on the table. You eye my fishbowl glass brimming with
salt as you take a deep gulp of your water.
I mirror your action and take a sip of my drink. A
rush of sour causes the back corners of my mouth to
tense; my jaw tightens. A cube of ice slips in, bounces
along my tongue, and melts. I open a package of salt
and pour a pile onto the edge of one of the limes that
arrived clinging to the rim of the shot glass.
“Cheers,” I say clinching the small glass between
my fingertips and raising it provokingly toward your
face.
I lift the glass to my mouth, and I can smell the
heat of the tequila. As it glides effortlessly down my
throat, I can’t tell which burns more, the Patron or your
glare from across the table.
“Alex,” you say as I bite down hard into my salted
lime, “You know I didn’t come here to fight with you."
“I’m not sure I know what you want then. You want
this lunch to magically make everything okay? It won’t.
We’re fucked up."
“Yeah, I know; we are fucked up. But we can try...I
just figured coming here might...this is our place, you
know?”
Your plea is interrupted with the prompt serving
of our meals. Our plates offer our eyes somewhere
to look, and the excuse to say nothing at all. My
characteristically spicy beef is tasteless; the small chili
that explodes in my mouth causes no reaction. I retire

my fork and place a crumpled napkin atop my plate.
Gazing across the table, I realize you haven't touched
your food.
“So this is where it ends?” you ask.
“I guess so," I say tossing a creased twenty-dollar
bill next to my half-full margarita as I push away from
the table.
I walk out of the building studying every mural,
trying to memorize every crack in the brick, and
attempting to savor every last smell. When the large
door closes behind me, I know I’ve left the little cafe for
the last time.
It was exactly two weeks after that lunch when fire
crews were dispatched to a fire at Little Mexico Cafe. A
seemingly containable fire ignited quickly engulfing the
entire interior, leaving nothing but a brittle brick skeleton
of foundation. The building was a complete loss.
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Aftermath

10%

by Michelle Yoong

342 State Street (Off Cherry St.)

Blood and gore everywhere
Bodies lying here and there
Bullets riddled every one
Beside them each a bloody gun
Mouths open, their plight they scream
Souls trapped in an eternal dream
Silent screams echo through the night
As the Reaper whets his scythe

A figure rises silently
It crawls out of its hiding place
Sunlight shone on its haggard face

Cracks of bullets no longer heard
Far and near, not a word
The battlefield stood silent still
No longer echoing with commands to kil
A gentle breeze stirred some sand
Revealing a dismembered hand
Surrounding it a crimson pool
Not far away a red stained tool

The figure shook its head
As it observes the dead
It looked down at its tortured body
And took a step, shakily
The pain refused to cease
Though it fell onto its knees
Pain filled its every pore
As it existed no more

No more screaming, no more cries
No more torturing innocent lives
No more anguish, no more pain
No more hiding, never again
The field is enveloped in harmony
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Try This WnLi Specials
Curry Pork
rbon Chicken
w Garlic Sauce
Orange/ Sesame Chicken
Roast Pork w Mushroom

Free Crab
Cheese/Soup
w/ $5 order

LUNCH $425
Meals Include Fried Rice & Crab Cheese
DINNER $595

Buy 3
Lunch/ Dinner
Get 50% off
the 4th

Mon FOOTBALL FUN!
Free Food During the Dame!

Tue

2-4-1 RIDLIGHT DANCES

mm COLLEGE

NIGHT

$10 Dances trom 6-8pm

Thr

SHOWGIRL SEARCH 9PM
$450 in Cash Prizes

four footprint/

1336 Ravine @ Douglas
Kalamazoo
(269) 344-8104
deiavu com

by Nicole Baniukaitis

De/a Vu

Four footprints in the snow
I wonder how far they go
Two people side by side
In carefully measured stride
Perhaps a child and a mother
Or a sister and a brother

DIVERS!

Lecture Seriis xiv

Or a pair of happy lovers
Left them here behind.
•tv-.-

Untitled

December 3, 2008

by Veronica Kirin
Her gentle face watched me
Hardly recognizing
Her only granddaughter
She won’t eat
She hardly drinks
She doesn’t understand the
I.V. in her arm
I can only hold her hand
And try to keep her calm
Quiet...
Does she know she is sick?
Does she understand it’s not
her time?
Does she realize what she has
to live for?
Her lips are dry
She complains to me
With those innocent eyes
“I have chap stick—
May I help you
To put it on?”

B.D. Wong
Dad tells her I’m leaving
Going away for a week
Going to “save the world.’’
Her only granddaughter is
leaving?
She always was so frail
So scared
So beautiful
It’s time to go
And I hug her goodbye
And tell her that I love her
And I will her to live
Look at me and live
Watch me grow and live
I go away
Instead of stay
I go and help others
So the day I return
She didn’t know
She left me instead

Tony Award-Winning Actor, Author, Activist
"Racial Self-Image and the Model Minority Myth”
While perhaps best known to many as forensic psychiatrist Dr. George Huang on NBC’s
Lau and Order: Special Victims Unit, B.D. Wong is also an author, Broadway actor, and
accomplished speaker. Wong feels that his challenging career as an actor, a vocation fraught
with rejection and racism, has forced him to be even more articulate about the “model
minority myth.” His first book, Following Foo: The Electronic Adventures of the Chestnut Man,
a memoir about the personal drama that he and his partner endured on their path to
parenthood, was released in June 2003.
• Free and open to the public
• On-campus parking $3.00
• Lecture begins at 7 p.m. at
Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain NE
• A book signing will follow the lecture
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Untitled
by Melinda Nienhouse

Untitled
by Emily Cook

by Denina Williams

SCISSORS
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I met a real life Barbie once
She walked into the room
and every woman turned her head in envy.
Her Pepto-bismol pink palate whispered
projections of perfection
and I believed
she was all i wanted to be.
She embodied beauty
and her name sat on my tongue like cotton candy.
Sweet beyond belief
but no one could see
that spun sugar dissolves so easily.
Everyday she bowed down to the gods of society
bending and twisting into molds never meant for
reality.
Kowtow to a definition stamped across her box
so no one could see the fragile sign engraved
beneath her locks.
Beauty watches broken glass reflection
and doesn’t like what she sees.
The image doesn’t look like t.v.
Distorted so tragically
reality models itself after a lie.
She wanted to be
all the things that weren’t a possibility

Untitled
by Joseph Montgomery

and that’s why broken beauty
stands over sink,
positions scissors
and slices horizontally.
Her magic mirror always pointed to someone else.
Too caught up to know she needed help.
Every predisposition
a lullaby of expectation
and inferiority.
Barbie told me with every tear from her eyes
that its not safe to model flesh after plastic.
Each day her skin hardened
losing its elastic capacity to hope.
She was hanging herself w/ rope
she had sewn into her hands.
Too lost to find the scissors
she couldnt understand
why she choked on words like “trust” and “faith”.
Each day those scissors faded away
and she forgot she could cut herself free
instead she kneeled w/ humility
and allowed herself to choke.
She prayed and told herself
that God’s silence was just a joke.
Repentance and Resentment
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created caustic wounds too raw to sew shut
so she pretended they weren’t there.
Beautiful Broken Barbie told me with every toss of
her hair
that she was chasing after a reality that wasn’t
there.
She hated every trace of her picture perfect face
b/c no one ever bothered to look past it.
Her half smile bursting to the brim,
with misery,
begging for an answer
that could bnng a brand new start.
Her heart
was being burned at the stake
of unnecessary sacrifice
but she couldn’t cut herself free.
Her pleas
were being lost in translation
and she was tired of waiting.
Broken Barbie takes pepto-pink nails
and paints them with stains of her despair.
Eyes bottomlessly stare
into mirrors of her past.
She reaches....
for the scissors.

r x.
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leo/onol Work
by Josef Swinkunas
Snow.
He knew it was coming, but when
it was in the fifties in the beginning of
November, it’s easy to hope it may just
never come at all. That vain hope almost all
Michiganders have, that this year might be
the year where the white stuff decides to
not make an appearance.
Ah, shattered hope. It was the only
kind Bill Sharps had had for a while. Snow,
however, was more than just a bum in the
road for Bill; it destroyed his whole business
plan in a single arctic assault. Snow meant
no more hot days for a tong while. No more
hot days meant no more money.
He had wanted to move down south
a tong time ago, away from that blasted
diamond dusting that ensured problems
for the months to come. It was going to
be tight. It already was. The economy
had been on the skids for years now, and
it certainly didn’t took like it was going
to get better anytime soon. In his line
of work, however, a single ripple could
be the difference between survival and
annihilation. He muttered some choice
words skyward, set his face forward, and
went back to work.
It’s not that he didn’t enjoy physical
labor. In fact, he loved it. He had a gone
to school for a degree in Philosophy
and Classical Literature before leaving
university to take a job in landscaping and
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construction. This, however, was a nothing
like that. Filth, endless filth. It was the smell
that he truly hated, and it was constant. He
couldn’t wash it off. It was constant and
pervasive, inscnbing its pungent signature
indelibly in his nostrils. He detested the
smell, but it didn’t seem that he would be
escaping it anytime soon. Nothing to do it
about it though, so he had to push on.
He kept going. Nothing. That was
the snow’s doing. No one drank pop
when it snowed, they drank warm drinks.
Unfortunately, there was no deposit on
cups from Starbucks. The night had been
terrible, and wasn’t improving. How could
he have fallen so far? He never imagined
himself here; a coat with more holes than
cloth, a bag of cans his only income.
Where had it all gone wrong? He was a
smart guy, how could he have not seen this
coming?
But, here he was, and he had to deal.
The snow, however, brought something
else; Fear. He had a lot of ground to cover
tonight, but he never really knew where
he was going to be at night’s end. The
chill was cutting deep now, and his hands
were starting to hurt. He had to quit soon.
Another terrible night in a string of terrible
nights. Well, looks like business wasn’t
going well, and wouldn’t be for a while. He
had known it was coming. He just didn’t
want to admit it.
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Bulk /forage building

lllhat Illy Hope/ for
the future Re/t On
by N.E. Avery
I’d rather dream hopeless unachievable dreams
then to never dare dreaming and settle for that bitter “good enough".
We might crawl but we’re still moving through these tumultuous times,
even though they’ve often left our voices
barely being heard, if at all—while president(s) fall again and again
below the bar of not only our expectations but our necessities—but we still hold
on to hope and to those things that are good or better, counting on change.
I rest my hope not on one mixed man alone
but against myself and on my American people,
and our ability to never forget oppression but to forgive it.
To never allow those old jabbing verbs to
mold themselves into values and thoughts and ideas of our present.
Here I am, with rights and dreams, and compassion bom from strife.
Instilled values from ebony and alabaster hands supporting me
when I cannot support myself.
Encouraging me to push on while
reminding me to pity those who can’t differentiate right from wrong,
injustice from sovereignty; fear from submission.
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♦

by Lindsey Waggoner

love letter you know who you ore
by Jenny Whalen
Miles away, a breath apart 1
With phantom memory my heart remembers
Strawberry lips and chocolate eyes
Promises in smoldered embers
Miles away, a breath apart
Aching grms and longing smiles
Years pass and silence is golden
But did you love me all the while?
Miles away, a breath apart
You haunt my dreams
And forget my name
We cannot be, or so it seems
My soul’s true love, would angels desire we to be
Miles away, a breath apart
My love that you would only see

fflotthew. 2007
by Brittany Jacques

tlurricone/
by Greg M. Schumaker

flower
by Bri Goodyear

“Is this how hurricanes start?”
the little girl asked, leaning
her eyes into the steam.
The French vanilla creamer
*

hadn’t dissolved completely;
it swirled in the coffee like the
red of a starlight peppermint.
“Sort of,” her father said
blankly to the columns of text
standing bored in The Times.
Her eyes widened and
she pushed the mug away
with a single pointed finger.
“Then stop drinking," she whispered.

